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Abstract
A common class of problem examined with the TLM method is the modelling of
propagating waves interacting with some form of reflector. The waves introduced to the
TLM model are often considered to have originated at a source at infinite distance and so
are plane waves. This paper discusses some aspects of the boundary problems associated
with such TLM models and planes waves can successfully be used with a perfect matched
load boundary.

1. Introduction
Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) modelling has come to be used for a wide variety of
wave propagation problems in both the electromagnetics and acoustics. However a
fundamental weakness of the method is the importance scaling the model such that
the internode distance is less than 0.1 of the shortest wavelength propagating through
the model. This is a necessary step to avoid dispersion but means models that
represent the propagation of high frequencies through large volumes or areas will be
computationally intensive.
Clearly then, it makes sense to only model the region of interest and to this end, the
Perfect Matched Load (PML) reference boundary was developed. This consists of a
layer of TLM nodes surrounding the model mesh and that acts as an signal sink. A
perfect signal sink around the mesh can represent an infinite void beyond the model
and this is done reasonably effectively by the PML.

2 The Infinity Row
If we attempt to use a line source which extends to the height of the mesh to generate
a plane wave, Figure 1.b is the result. Figure 1.a, representing the same system but
with an operating infinity row, more closely represents what is desired.

Figure 1:

TLM example model with a line source, operating with (a) and without (b) an infinity
row.

[Separate into 2 Figures]?
If wavefront propagation is considered in terms of Huygens’ principle, which in
nature is closely allied to TLM, it can easily be seen that the gradual retreat of the
propagating wavefronts from the mesh edge in Figure 1.b is a direct consequence of
the finite nature of the line source. Huygens’ principle states that all points on a wave
may be considered sources of secondary, spherical wavelets whose superposition
forms the new wavefront of the primary wave. Points on the edge are composed of
only half of the superimposed wavelets that central points are composed of so the
wavefront will have a reduced signal strength at the edge. In order to solve this
problem, it is necessary to provide a signal source that can make up for this absent
signal.

The layout of the system that can provide this is shown in Figure 2. The intention is to
imagine the line source and hence the TLM mesh extending to ± infinity. As an
infinite line source is without ends, there is no point from which the propagating
signal is weaker so the propagating wavefront is uniform and straight.
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Figure 2:

Representation of modelspace and the meshes simulated by the
infinity row.

The simulation of infinitely long meshes above and below the modelspace is the task
of the infinity row: a TLM construct which gains its name from the fact it consists of
only one row of nodes, and that it and the signal it contains are always identical to that
on one of a virtual series of node rows, extending to infinity. This, acting alone, can
simulate infinitely-long meshes above and below the modelspace because of three
core assumptions:
1.

The meshes above and below the modelspace consist of an infinite number of
rows but have a finite number of columns equal to the number of columns
in the modelspace.

2.

All the rows above and below the modelspace are always identical.

3.

Signals leaving the modelspace via the top or bottom have no effect upon the
infinite meshes. The assumption is made that a finite impulse would have
no effect on an infinite construct. This is an approximation, as finite
signals moving through the infinite mesh at finite speeds may cause local
effects; in this case, in the areas of the infinite mesh adjacent to the
modelspace. It is important to make this approximation, as otherwise it
would be impossible to make assumption 2 and so use a single row to
represent the infinitely long meshes.

As all the rows above and below the model space are considered identical, a single
row, shown in Figure 3 may represent them all. Note that for clarity, the signals
associated with only one node are shown. Note the convention of using compass
points to indicate signal direction.
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Figure 3:

Infinity Row and the scattered and incident values associated with
one node. Note the points of the compass are used to signify the directions of
signals.

Although one-dimensional, the infinity row uses a two-dimensional TLM algorithm
with some modifications, as it is considered to be a representative segment of a twodimensional system. The assumption is made that values scattered north and south by
a node are identical. From this assumption, we can say that during the connect
process, the incident values to the node from the north and south are the same as the
values scattered to the north and south. Both are necessary consequences of the
assumption that all the rows are identical. The values scattered north and south
become the incident values from the north for the topmost nodes of the modelspace
and from the south for the bottom nodes. A single point on the infinity row whose
position equal to the x-position of the line source is designated a source node and fed
the same signal given to the line source.

3. Difficulties With the Infinity Row
The infinity row allows the representation of a portion of a plane wavefront that is
assumed to extend infinitely above and below the model. Difficulties arise when other
wave forms are present. Mainly because it is impossible to combine a PML and
infinity row in the same boundary of a TLM mesh. To understand why, consider the
system shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4
At each iteration, the infinity row imposes it’s values on iVN for the top row and iVS
for the bottom of the TLM modelspace.. Therefore the net signal the PML is feeding
back into the mesh is distorted and the PML no longer compensates for the edge
impedance mismatch. This produces spurious signals that enter the mesh.
[More on effects of pulse signals v. continuous wave sources]

4. How I Overcame these Remarkable Difficulties
The solution to the problem is to only use a “partial” infinity row. That only imposes
it’s values on the mesh when the values in the infinity row are above a certain
threshold.
[More on limitations of solution….. probably only works well for pulse and not
continuous wave sources]

Figure 5 Results of doing this…..

5. Conclusions
This is pretty wonderful
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